Board of Game Members:

I am not a hunter, I am an animal advocate. My goal is to preserve our natural world and all of its wonderful animals. I listened to many hunters at the meeting today asking for more liberal hunting proposals. People want more animals to hunt. Your job is to manage wildlife and to do that job correctly you will need to say "no" to more hunting. With Alaska's whales populations down you have to stop hunting by the biggest predators. You have not done a good job in many years because you do not protect wildlife from humans - you unwarily kill bears and wolves to
Compensate for humans over hunting. Humans are the problem—human numbers are too high—they over hunt, they lie, they poach—they are greedy. It is your job to protect wildlife from humans. If our animal populations—which they are in decline it is because you are not doing your job protecting them from humans.

I suggest you end all hunting—except for subsistence—not out of state hunters allowed—no sports hunting—no Anchorage people allowed to hunt until our animal numbers are real high—like they were before humans ruined everything up. Remember Global Warming is coming and will make everything harder—another people caused problem. Stop the killing—preserve life. It's just competing it.

Also, No to Proposal 150—do not kill moose in Kincaid Park.

April Warwick